
PANEL BASED WORKSTATION





IBIS panel based workstation provides better solution for every individual needs. Its flexible to adapt 
and evolve as the needs of organizations shifts.

Its easy to achieve a consistent aesthetic across the floor plan, from open spaces to private offices.

Solution for every space



Fulfilling the needs of todays workforce. 
Way of working have changed dramatically and is changing at a very fast rate. Todays workplace needs to 
fulfill demand of different type of workers and work being done. From individual to groups, focused to 
collaborative work, IBIS partition based workstation offers a range of applications to meet these challenges.



IBIS panel based workstation is a performance based panel system that sets the benchmark for flexibility and efficiency in office furniture 
planning. Design to fulfill the evolving workplace needs, our system remains versatile and valuable option- offering functional and aesthetic 
compatibility.



Workspace for the way you work.





Inviting private 
spaces
IBIS panel based  have been designed to meet the 
requirement of all management style, weather open 
management style or private space for confidential work. 
Work table have easy access to power and data.
Private workspace  can be customized in lot of ways. One 
can chose from wooden laminated modesty or metal 
modesty. Legs can be C shape, Degree leg or square leg and 
aluminum die casted leg. 



IBIS panel based workstation are easy to install. Panels 
are designed with hook type connectors, that facilitates 
easy panel-to-panel connection without the need for tools. 
Side credenza with storage screen supports panel and also 
give individual easy access to personal items.

Design that perform



Designed for the open office plan, IBIS panel 
based workstation creates a perfect balance 
between privacy and team interaction. One 
can choice from variety of application and 
material options, which help you to achieve 
your right office.

Strong 
performance







Flexible to change, 
adapt & evolve 
Spaces must be easy to adapt to support evolving 
workstyle and business functions. IBIS panel based 
workstation is flexible to support varying degree of 
privacy, personal storages and personalization. From 
traditional application to more open workstation, we 
offer options for all type of workforce.








